Introduction
Upconversion of infrared radiation into visible spectrum by parametric interaction in a nonlinear crystal has received a great deal of attention in recent years. The upconverted radiation may be detected with relatively high sensitivities with no requirement for any cryogenic cooling, thus making it an attractive technique for detection and imaging of remote infrared sources.
The theory of parametric interactions in a nonlinear medium is now well developed [l] and a large number of experiments on various nonlinear materials covering the spectral range 1-10 µm have been reported. A summary of the published results of some upconversion experiments is provided in Table 1 .
The possibility of applying the upconversion technique to astronomical observations has long been realized 113,141. However, in practice it has received very little attention mainly due to the relatively low conversion efficiency, and therefore low sensitivity, with which upconversion so far has been possible. With the development of high power lasers and the availability of better nonlinear materials this situation now seems to be changing, and sufficiently high conversion efficiencies have been reported to make the upconversion process a useful technique for astronomy (see Table 1 ).
Since astronomical sources are constant during the period of observation, a C.W. system, if it has sufficient sensitivity, is advantageous. A figure of merit for an upconverter-spectrometer 1 is given by the product (duty cycle x quantum efficiency); for broad band detection the product (duty cycle x quantum efficiency x bandwidth) is useful. Additional requirements for iruaging extended sources are a reasonably large field of view and a large aperture 1151 for good spatial resolution For astrophysical applications, tunability (with wavelengths within an atmospheric window for ground based observations) and spectral resolution capable of identification of molecular and atomic species are important instrumental requirements. Most of the above requirements can be theoretically satisfied by upconversion using currently available components.
Astronomical observations using the upconversion technique have recently been reported when thermal radiation from the Moon, Venuŝ 11) and several stars was detected by Gurski et al. In this eivice, lithium iodate was used as the nonlinear medium and Nd : YAG laser as the pump, for observations in the 4 4m spectral region.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the performance of an ,2conversion system for spectroscopic and imaging observations of astronomical sources in the low to middle infrared spectral region.
This evaluation is based on the experimental results of a temperature tuned lithium niobate-upconversion system with an argon-ion laser as the pump, which was built to investigate its performance in the 2. 
Theoretical Considerations
The discussion given in this section is limited to upconversion devices based on parametric interactions in a nonlinear bireferingent medium. Upconversion devices employing two-photon absorption processes in alkali metal vapors which have been reported recent lyL161
are not considered here explicitly, althougn this technique may turn out to have certain valuable advantages.
In an upconversion device ( Fig. 1) infrared radiation from the source at frequency w ir is mixed in a nonlinear crystal with an intense beam at frequency w from a pump laser. I the nonlinear susceptibility is sufficiently large an interaction between the two waves occurs and results in generation of both sum (w s = W + wid 3 and difference fre uenc = w -w q w waves. One of the two frequencies can be "phase matched", that is made to interact constructively with phases matched as it propagates over the length of the crystal, which is in general many coherence lengths.
An upconversion device employs phase :Hatching between the infrared, pump and sum frequency waves, so that the following two conditions are satisfied:
cg's = wp + w ir (1) ks k + k ir (2) where k's are the propagation vectors of the three waves. The phase matching condition for the sum frequency wave (2) may be satisfied by requiring that the change in phase over the length of the crystal L is IL kj _ I k -( kp + kid s n/^ (3) This condition limits the spectral resolution and the field of view of the upconverter and will be further examined later.
The basic theory of upconversion in a nonlinear meditm has been given, following a classical approach by Armstrong et The choice of the nonlinear material is governed mainly by three considerations. The first is the spectral range, which is determined by the transparency of the crystal for the infrared, the pump laser and the sum frequency waves. The second is the efficiency of upconversion, which as seen from Eq. 8, is a maximum for the highest-value 
A signal to noise ratio can be defined from ( 13) and (14) The average cathode signal current I may be assumed to be much 11 smaller than the dark current and may thus be ignored in (16) . The "minimum detectable" infrared power is defined by setting (16) The infrared noise equivalent power of the upconverter system is thus:
In writing equations (16) - (18) it is assumed that the upconverted signal is transmitted with no loss through the filter required to reject the pump laser beam. Equations (17) and (18) P min (19) T., e cath and hv I s ds (NEP)PM k ( 20) cath e in (17) The background induced noise degrades the sensitivity of the upconverter system and is introduced here as an efficiency factor.
is a measure of the extent to which the pump laser radiation and noise generated by parametric process or impurities in the crystal has been eliminated. Additional factors q i which degrade the sensitivity of an upconverter when used for observation of astronomical sources may also be introduced here.
Total system efficiency ^sys can be expressed as a product function,
Isys ni Ii (24) where the Ta il s, to be included are due to:
(i) Power conversion efficiency 11 uc9 defined by (21) .
(ii) Background radiation and noise T►b, defined by (23).
(iii) Optical loss factor loptics, which is the combined transmission coefficient of all optical components in the infrared and upconverted radiation paths .
(iv) Polarization factor T^Pol -1/2, since only one polarization is upconverted.
(v) Beam mismatch and misalignment factor Ibeam' to account for any mismatch between the beam waists and misalignment of the pump laser and the infrared signal beams. This is included because it may not be possible to exactly match an upconverter to an existing telescope.
(v) A factor ?chop due to any chopping of the IR signal. 
L
It is assumed there that T is the same in both cases, and any multiplexing advantage that may be achieved with an interferometer is not considered.
The ratio F depends upon the mode of operation of the upco inverter discussed in Section 2. The critical phase matching mode provides higher spectral resolution and also high spatial resolution (A P -712).
The non-critical phase matching mode on the other hand, has a large An product and a large spectral bandwidth. In the latter case a subsequent dispersion device can provide a higher spectral resolution.
If we assume that the upconverter is operated in a mode which is most suitable for observation of a particular source and that the last two ratios in (37) are unity, the ratio F is
where (NEP) in is the effective system NEP of the interferometer.
An upconversion system thus becomes more sensitive than a direct detection device if (NEP) ir < (NEP) in . With the presently achieved value (section 4) of (NEP) ir 2 x 10 -14 W Hz -k , an upconversion system already appears to be as sensitive as a direct detection system employing the best detectors presently available.
Experimental Results
An experimental upconversion system was built to investigate the performance parameters or a practical device and determine its feasibility for astronomical observations in the low to middle infrared.
The instrument uses a temperature-tuned, 90 0 phase matched lithium niobate crystal obtained from Chromatix as the nonlinear medium and a Spectra-Physics Model 170 argon ion laser as a pump.
The experimental system is shown in Fig. 8 . To make a realistic estimate of the achievable sensitivity, we may discuss several practical problems which tend to limit the sensitivity of an upconverter. loo Sensitivity measurements using photon counting.
11. Upconverted absorption spectrum of methane. 
